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- Small and user-friendly format -
Easy to use, it has no complex
setting and the functions are

obvious - Easy to print and save
the calendar - Various calendar

designs, including flexible
calendar designs - Keep records

up to one year easily and it
never will forget any date -

Various calendar colors - Various
color palettes, such as black and
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white, blue and white, white and
yellow, red, green, etc. -

Shortcut keys can be set for easy
navigation and quick operations
Write your own stories The easy-
to-use narrative writing software

has a built-in engine that
generates professional

sentences. Your text becomes a
beautiful, realistic book, where
every single word was created
with attention to details by our

professional writers. Write a
book in 10 minutes The easy-to-
use narrative writing software

has a built-in engine that
generates professional

sentences. Your text becomes a
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beautiful, realistic book, where
every single word was created
with attention to details by our
professional writers. WEATHER

DATA WEATHER DATA for
METEOROLOGISTS Weather Data
enables you to receive the latest

weather information right on
your device. Meteors tracker

shows you when and where rain
and lightnings will occur! There
are two main fields of interest,
the sky and the land. Sky Find

out when the sky will be cloudy,
clear or overcast. Check the

weather forecast for the coming
days and keep an eye on all the
important celestial bodies like
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the Sun, Moon and planets and
other constellations. This app is
for meteorologists, astronomer

and sky watchers. Land Find out
when the ground will be dry, wet

or muddy, what kind of
precipitation you will experience,
when there will be rain, sleet or
snow. Use the waves to find out

how the waves will impact
coastal regions. Local forecasts
Find out whether the weather
will be sunny, cloudy, rainy, or
even snowing in your country.

Free to use Enjoy Weather Data
at no charge; it's just the way we
like it. ]]>Softmos Calendar is a
simple calendar maker software.
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Using Softmos Calendar, you can
quickly create a nice calendar for

your everyday use, which you
can be printed or placed on your
computer desktop as wallpaper.
Softmos Calendar Description: -
Small and user-friendly format -
Easy to use, it has no complex

setting

Softmos Calendar Crack + Download

Softmos Calendar is designed for
graphic designers, illustrators,

web-developers and anyone who
wants to create memorable
calendars that can be easily

printed, decorated and published
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online. With Softmos Calendar
you can make a stunning

calendar in seconds that can be
printed or be displayed on your

home computer screen. Key
Features: Create and Design

Alarms, Time Tables,
Temperature Charts, Calendar,
Diagrams and Web Clock. Set

Font, Size, Color and Position of
Text Export the Calender as

XHTML or Image files Over 300+
templates, presets and skins

Export the calendar as an XHTML
or JPEG file Works with Internet
Explorer 8, Firefox 2, Safari 3,

Chrome 5, Opera 10.5 and Mac
OS X 10.5 Tablet support
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(iPhone, iPad, Android, Nook,
Kindle). Key Features: Create

and Design Alarms, Time Tables,
Temperature Charts, Calendar,
Diagrams and Web Clock. Set

Font, Size, Color and Position of
Text Export the Calendar as

XHTML or Image files Over 300+
templates, presets and skins

Export the calendar as an XHTML
or JPEG file Works with Internet
Explorer 8, Firefox 2, Safari 3,

Chrome 5, Opera 10.5 and Mac
OS X 10.5 Tablet support

(iPhone, iPad, Android, Nook,
Kindle). How do I use Softmos
Calendar? Click the Widgets

panel, and then click the
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Calendar button. The calendar
menu will automatically open.

Now you can easily use the
graphical calendar to create and
design your beautiful calendars.
After the creation of the calendar
has finished, you can export the

calendar as an image file and
save it on your computer

desktop as wallpaper. The image
file is exported as a JPG file and

is suitable to be used in web
design. Can't find what you're
looking for? See more similar
software solutions... Softmos
Calendar is a simple calendar

maker software. Using Softmos
Calendar, you can quickly create
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a nice calendar for your
everyday use, which you can be

printed or placed on your
computer desktop as wallpaper.
Softmos Calendar Description:

Softmos Calendar is designed for
graphic designers, illustrators,

web-developers and anyone who
wants to create memorable
calendars that can be easily

printed, decorated and published
online. With Softmos Calendar

you can make a stunning
calendar in seconds that can be
printed or be displayed on your

home computer screen. Key
Features: b7e8fdf5c8
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Softmos Calendar Crack+ Free Download

1. Create professional-looking
calendars quickly and easily The
calendar maker makes use of a
zoom function to easily fit events
such as birthdays, sporting
events, concerts, holidays and so
on into a pre-defined space. You
can easily place or rearrange
events via drag & drop using the
calendar. 2. Promote the event
of your choice Optional events
are also included that you can
use to promote local events. By
default, events such as
"birthdays" and "Anniversaries"
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are automatically displayed. You
can customize these messages,
fonts and colors. 3. Calendar
View By clicking on any of the
date cells in the calendar, you
can instantly see more
information about that event.
You can also add your own
comments or descriptions for
that particular day. 4. Combine
Multiple Calendar Entries You
can combine multiple calendar
entries into one print-out or
desktop wallpaper image using
the calendar maker. 5. Change
Customized Date Format If you
want to change the way your
calendar is formatted in the
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program, you can change the
date format. The choice of dates
and time formats are also under
the control of the calendar.
FEATURES: 1. Support Microsoft
Windows 2000/XP/Vista/2003 2.
Support to print to Postscript,
PDF or XPS file format 3. Support
the "calendar day" style 4.
Ability to customize the look and
feel of the calendar 5. Calendar
Images 6. Calendar for Google,
Yahoo and iCal (Linux and Mac
OS) Calendar. 7. Change the
date format of your event 8.
Convert the event to iCal (Linux
and Mac OS) 9. There are also
plenty of other features for you
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to make your own calendars.
Quickbooks Desktop Inventory
and Purchase Manager
Quickbooks Desktop Inventory
and Purchase Manager is a
software to transfer, manage
and print inventory lists. Basic
features includes lots of
configuration options, system
customization, multi-step
barcode processing, inventory
restocking and barcode picking.
Fully integrated with Quickbooks,
where it synchronizes your
inventory list and bar code
information to Quickbooks, it can
provides your customers with a
very easy way to replenish their
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inventory, maintain inventory
balance and receiving inventory
alerts, as well as print barcodes
with all shipment information.
Desktop Stat Counter Desktop
Stat Counter is a software to
track the traffic, visitors and
bandwidth of your computer,
also is a useful tool for your
website statistics. The program
shows the number

What's New In?

The Softmos Calendar is a simple
calendar maker software. Using
Softmos Calendar, you can
quickly create a nice calendar for
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your everyday use, which you
can be printed or placed on your
computer desktop as wallpaper.
Softmos Calendar Features:
*Add, delete, move or change
the weekly, daily, monthly and
yearly picture. *You can create a
calendar once in the information
you enter, you can edit as many
times as you like. *Automatic
reminder for the next date.
*Change the background
wallpaper. *Ad... 7-5-2009
ColorWeb Generator for Windows
Colorweb is an Internet utility for
creating web pages. With
ColorWeb Generator, you can
add three image or image
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combinations (tiled and
tiled/bordered), three frames
(tiled and tiled/bordered), and
four background colors to your
web pages. You can also create
TIFF images and PDF files from
the web pages. You can add
images, text, tables, frames,
tables, and galleries to the web
pages. ColorWeb Generator
Features: * Use three different
background colors for your web
pages. * Add different images
(tiles and tiled/bordered) to your
web pages. * Add text and tables
to your web pages. * Add text
and tables to the left, right, top,
and bottom of a frame. * Add
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frames to your web pages. * Add
a gallery of images to your web
pages. * Add a numbered list to
your web pages. * You can
create TIFF and PDF files from
your web pages. * You can
create a... 5-28-2009 ColorWeb
Generator for Windows Colorweb
is an Internet utility for creating
web pages. With ColorWeb
Generator, you can add three
image or image combinations
(tiled and tiled/bordered), three
frames (tiled and tiled/bordered),
and four background colors to
your web pages. You can also
create TIFF images and PDF files
from the web pages. You can
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add images, text, tables, frames,
tables, and galleries to the web
pages. ColorWeb Generator
Features: * Use three different
background colors for your web
pages. * Add different images
(tiles and tiled/bordered) to your
web pages. * Add text and tables
to your web pages. * Add text
and tables to the left, right, top,
and
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System Requirements For Softmos Calendar:

Supported OS: Windows 10
Minimum: 1.8 GHz processor 2
GB RAM 1 GB Graphics RAM
Internet Connection Sound Card
2 GB of space available
Supported browsers: IE, Chrome,
Firefox, Opera Recommended: 1
GHz processor Hard
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